
VINCENNES [L-H] - 26 November 
Race 1 - PRIX VOURASIE -  2200m WALK-UP RST Harness. Purse EUR €60,000. 

1. KAPAULA DE L'EPINE - Held 5.5L sixth at this circuit earlier this month. Step forward required.  

2. KALIE GLYCINES - Performed well when winning by 0.75L in a Class C event at Enghien. Strong claims 

in a new shoeing combination.  

3. KININE DE MONTCEAU - Placed third when beaten 7.5L in a Class A at this circuit four weeks ago. Noted 

in this field.  

4. KABAKA DE GUEZ - Winner of a race at this venue by 0.75L three weeks ago. Notable contender.  

5. KINASSE DE VIVOIN - Placed four times prior to a DQ in a Class B here. Needs to put that mishap behind 

her.  

6. KARLOTTA DRY - New shoeing combination tried here following a 3.25L fourth at this circuit. Expected to 

find a few too good.  

7. KARLA DE MAI - Off the mark when winning by 3.25L at this circuit at the end of last month. Not written 

off.  

8. KATCHINA DE SIMM - Completed a double to stay unbeaten when winning at Enghien. Leading contender 

stepping up in grade.  

9. KYRIELLE - Held 6.25L fourth in a lower grade contest at Graignes ten days ago. Not far away when fourth 

in the G3 Prix Marcel Dejean here prior.  

10. KLASSIC WAY - Good 0.75L second in a Class B event at this circuit eighteen days ago. Iimprovement 

required.  

11. KANA DE BEYLEV - Successful by 3.5L in a lower grade at Graignes. Bold show expected in a new 

shoeing combination.  

12. KALAMITY D'HERIPRE - Secured a 0.75L victory in the G3 Prix Marcel Dejean here five weeks ago. Top 

chance in this contest.  

Summary: KATCHINA DE SIMM (8) impressed when winning by 4L in a Class B at Enghien. Taken to 
maintain her unbeaten record.  KALAMITY D'HERIPRE (12) scored by 0.75L in the G3 Prix Marcel Dejean at 
this circuit. Looks capable of playing a hand in the finish. KANA DE BEYLEV (11) won by 3.5L when racing 
off a 25m handicap at Graignes. Expected to deliver another big effort. KALIE GLYCINES (2) is considered 
upped in grade following a 0.75L win in a Class C event at Enghien. 

Selections 

KATCHINA DE SIMM (8) - KALAMITY D'HERIPRE (12) - KANA DE BEYLEV (11) - KALIE GLYCINES (2)  



Race 2 - PRIX TIMOKO -  2200m WALK-UP RST Harness. Purse EUR €60,000. 

1. KASSIUS BERRY - New shoeing combination tried for a top stable following a 2.5L second in a lower grade 

at this track.  

2. KAIROS DE BOMO - DQ on two of his three starts to date including in the G3 Prix Louis Cauchois here. 

Risky proposition.  

3. KANSAS DE LA COUR - Runner-up when beaten 3.5L in a Class B event at Graignes. Step forward 

required.  

4. KATAKI DE WALLIS - Suffered a DQ in the G3 Prix Louis Cauchois here. Dangerous on his earlier form.  

5. KEPI DU HOME - Off the mark when winning by 0.25L in a Class A event here 28 days ago. This looks a 

tougher affair.  

6. KANADA - Good 2.25L fourth in the G3 Prix Louis Cauchois here five weeks ago. Had three of his rivals 

here in front of him that day.  

7. KURTISS - Made all to take a Class B here prior to a DQ at Graignes. Needs to put that latest mishap 

behind him.  

8. KAMEHAMEHA - Runner-up on each of his last three starts including when beaten 0.25L by King Opera 

in the G3 Prix Louis Cauchois here last month. Bold show expected.  

9. KING OPERA - Unbeaten in four starts including when taking the G3 Prix Louis Cauchois by 0.25L at this 

circuit. Likely to register another winning effort.  

10. KNOCKONWOOD - Showed good form prior to a DQ off a 25m handicap in a Class B event at Graignes. 

Strong claims for a top yard.  

Summary: KING OPERA (9) registered a fourth win in as many starts when scoring by 0.25L in the G3 Prix 
Louis Cauchois at this circuit. Expected to prove hard to beat. KAMEHAMEHA (8) placed second when beaten 
0.25L in that contest. Dangerous once more. KNOCKONWOOD (10) suffered a DQ when odds-on for a Class 
B event at Graignes. Shortlisted having shown good form prior. KATAKI DE WALLIS (4) delivered a 10L third 
in a Class A event here on his penultimate start. Of note in this field. 

Selections 

KING OPERA (9) - KAMEHAMEHA (8) - KNOCKONWOOD (10) - KATAKI DE WALLIS (4)  



Race 3 - PRIX MAURICE THEVENON -  2700m WALK-UP E AM Harness. Purse EUR €15,000. 

1. FANNY CHALEONNAISE - Was racing well before a last start sixth at this track. Great chance to bounce 

back. 

2. EQUALITY - Scored at Argentan two starts back then finished second at this track last time finishing 0.8L 

from the winner. Sure to play a major role. 

3. FUN DE BANVILLE - Bounced back last start when third at this track beaten 0.8L. Expected to go well 

again. 

4. FESTIF DU RADON - Again missed the placings last time out but was only 1.3L away in sixth at this track. 

Wait until the form picks up. 

5. ESTIME MOI - Finished second at Chartres two starts back then missed the frame but wasn't disgraced 

last start at this track. Sure to be thereabouts. 

6. DOLMEN DE LA CROIX - Was a much better run last time finishing second at Amiens beaten 10.8L. One 

of the key runners. 

7. FENNEC JEGO - Again missed the placings when seventh at his latest outing at this track. Not keen. 

8. FAST AND GOOD - Finished fifth last start at this track on the back of a win at Lisieux two runs back. Well-

placed in this contest. Strong contender. 

9. EMIR SPEEDHYCAT - Finished second at Nantes two starts back then improved to score last time out at 

this track by 0.8L. One of the better chances. 

10. FEELING DE SOMOZA - Scored a tough win at this track last start his second success from the past five 

outings. Sure to go well based on recent form. 

11. DUNDER VIKING - Has been out of the winner's circle for a long while but wasn't beaten all that far when 

fifth last start at this track. Doesn't need to improve a great deal to take this out. 

12. ECLAT DE SUN - Turned in a moderate performance last time out when he finished seventh at this track. 

Has been without a win for ages and others look to have his measure. 

13. EMERAUDE D'YVEL - Continued a long run without winning when eighth at this track last time out. Cannot 

enthuse on what we have seen of late. 

14. ERWINN DE BEAUM - Is racing consistently with a sequence of two minor placings the latest when second 

at this track, beaten 0.4L. Has been racing well and is sure to prove tough to beat. 

Summary: FUN DE BANVILLE (3) performed well when 0.75L third at this venue. Selected to reverse form 
with a couple of his rivals from that contest. FANNY CHALEONNAISE (1) rates a big threat on the back of a 
2L sixth on that occasion. EQUALITY (2) came home 0.75L second having raced from the front in that race. 
Shortlist. ERWINN DE BEAUM (14) has a top amateur steering having been beaten 0.25L second here. 
Dangerous. 

Selections 

FUN DE BANVILLE (3) - FANNY CHALEONNAISE (1) - EQUALITY (2) - ERWINN DE BEAUM (14)  



Race 4 - PRIX DE BEAUVOIR -  2100m MOBILE E45 Harness. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. ICARUS BOURBON - Finished second at Enghien most recently following a reasonable 2.9L fifth at 

Enghien the start before. Very hard to beat. 

2. ILLICO DES BAUX - Returned from a spell in top order last start with a win at Le Croise-Laroche by 1.3L. 

Rates highly and looks hard to beat again. 

3. IDEOS DU GOUTIER - Last raced at this track on October 25 when he was disqualified. Prepared to 

overlook until his racing manners improve. 

4. ISSALIO - Won't find this as tough as last start when beaten 6.5L at Enghien. Expecting a much better run 

this time. 

5. INVISIBLE SAM - Was disqualified last start at Enghien on October 17. Overlook the last run. Looks ideally 

placed. 

6. INDIAN PARK - Gave nothing else a chance and scored by 3.7L last time out at Bordeaux. Finds a suitable 

contest. Expected to go well. 

7. IVANOVITCH EST LA - Disqualified last start at this track. Forgive the latest run. Well placed to make 

amends. 

8. INSTINCT DE CLERCE - Was well beaten last time out in a better race at Enghien. Wait until the form picks 

up. 

9. ICARE DE MONTFORT - First up since finishing third at Reims ten weeks ago. A big run would not surprise. 

10. INO DE BREVOL - Was a big winner last time at Chatelaillon La Rochelle when he cruised to a 2.9L 

victory. In form and sure to prove very hard to beat. 

11. IAGO VICTORY - Missed the placings again last start beaten 4.8L when ninth at Le Croise-Laroche. Wait 

until the form picks up. 

12. INVINCIBLE BOURBON - Has filled a minor placing at his last two starts the latest effort a third at Le 

Croise-Laroche. Sure to feature. 

13. ILLICO DU GUESNE - Well-beaten at Chatelaillon La Rochelle and before mobile seventh at Enghien. 

Recent form hasn't been good enough. 

14. IGNACE GUENESERIE - Is racing well with a sequence of three minor placings the latest a second at 

Bordeaux beaten 3.7L. Going well and must be included. 

Summary: INDIAN PARK (6) completed a double when winning by 3.5L at Bordeaux. Selected to register a 
seventh win in nine starts. ICARUS BOURBON (1) looks a big threat on the back of a 3L second at Enghien. 
ISSALIO (4) registered a 6.5L fourth at Enghien. Shortlisted. INVINCIBLE BOURBON (12) has placed on his 
last two starts including when beaten 2.25L when third at Le Croise-Laroche. Warrants close consideration. 

Selections 

INDIAN PARK (6) - ICARUS BOURBON (1) - ISSALIO (4) - INVINCIBLE BOURBON (12)  



Race 5 - PRIX DE CHENONCEAUX -  2700m WALK-UP 385 E Harness. Purse EUR €80,000. 

1. CASH BANK BIGI - Placed third when beaten 2.75L in a Class B Europeen contest here in August. Bold 

show expected.  

2. BERENICE BI - Held 8.25L seventh in the G3 Prix de Boissy-Saint-Leger here last weekend. Improvement 

required.  

3. HIDALGO DES NOES - Off the track since a 1.75L second at Vichy in June. One to note first up.  

4. HUDSON VEDAQUAIS - Failed to shine when ninth in the G2 Prix Emile Riotteau mounted race here in 

January. Look elsewhere on his first driven start in well over a year.  

5. HUWAGA - Put a DQ at Laval behind her when 4L third in the G3 Prix de Boissy-Saint-Leger at this circuit 

six days ago. Strong claims.  

6. IDEAL LIGNERIES - Fair 3.25L seventh in the G2 Prix Marcel Laurent here earlier this month. Not written 

off completely.  

7. IDEAL DU POMMEAU - Delivered a 2.25L victory in the G1 Grand Prix de l'U.E.T. at this circuit six weeks 

ago. Leading contender.  

8. INMAROSA - Eighth when beaten 4L in the G2 Prix Marcel Laurent here sixteen days ago. Raced from off 

the pace that day and holds claims if building on that effort.  

9. HELIADE DU GOUTIER - Tried to make all when 6L second in the G2 Prix Xavier de Saint Palais mounted 

race here on her penultimate start. Notable runner back in a driven event.  

Summary: IDEAL DU POMMEAU (7) won by 2.25L in the G1 Grand Prix de l'U.E.T. at this circuit. Looks 
capable of following up. CASH BANK BIGI (1) placed third when beaten 2.75L in a Class B Europeen event 
horse. Consider for the win. HUWAGA (5) enters calculations on the back of a 4L third in the G3 Prix de 
Boissy-Saint-Leger here. HELIADE DU GOUTIER (9) delivered a 12L fifth in the G3 Prix de I'lle d'Oleron 
mounted race here. Noted back in a driven event. 

Selections 

IDEAL DU POMMEAU (7) - CASH BANK BIGI (1) - HUWAGA (5) - HELIADE DU GOUTIER (9)  



Race 6 - PRIX D'ANGLES -  2700m WALK-UP A70 Harness. Purse EUR €61,000. 

1. JUANA DE FONT - Has been struggling of late most recently finishing seventh at this track. Among the 

leading chances on best form. 

2. JALOUZ D'OLIVERIE - Won two back at Enghien then couldn't repeat last time out when second at this 

track beaten 1.3L. Well-placed in this contest. Capable of playing a major role. 

3. JOLIE SURPRISE - Has been safely held of late most recently when ninth at this track and beaten 9.1L. 

This looks too tough. 

4. JEMISSORA - Comes here off a last-start seventh at Argentan beaten 9.4L. Not keen on her chances in 

this field. 

5. JUDITH REINE - Disqualified last start at this track. Forgive the latest run. Can turn things around. 

6. JAVA DU POMMEAU - Was plain when 6.6L away in sixth most recently at her first run back from a break 

at this track. Solid prospect with that run under the belt. 

7. JEALOUS GIRL - Has been in top form this time in work including a last-start win at this track by 1.3L. 

Should be in the finish again. 

8. JOYCE - Was disqualified last start at this track on November 10. Prefer to see her perform well before 

recommending. 

9. JAZZIE BELLE - Comes here off a last-start 11th at Laval beaten 5.5L. Unlikely to threaten in this tougher 

assignment. 

10. JENNY DE JOUDES - Is back from a three months break. Has never missed the frame when resuming 

and can make a winning return. 

Summary: JEALOUS GIRL (7) looks up to delivering a third consecutive victory following a 1.25L success 
here. JALOUZ D'OLIVERIE (2) placed second when beaten 1.25L that day. Rates a danger once more. 
JENNY DE JOUDES (10) suffered a nose defeat when beaten into second in a Class A contest at this circuit. 
Bold show expected. JAVA DU POMMEAU (6) holds claims on the back of a 7L sixth in the G3 Prix de Vaumas 
here. 

Selections 

JEALOUS GIRL (7) - JALOUZ D'OLIVERIE (2) - JENNY DE JOUDES (10) - JAVA DU POMMEAU (6)  



Race 7 - PRIX DANIEL MIETTE -  2700m WALK-UP B400 Harness. Purse EUR €75,000. 

1. EXTRA DU CHATELET - Form only moderate and has been without a win now for 15 runs. Last start 

finished ninth at this track. Facing a tough assignment. 

2. FINE PERLE OF LOVE - Was easily accounted for last time out in a stronger race at this track. Others 

make more appeal. 

3. FAKIR DU RANCH - Won at this track last start after a plain effort at Lyon-Parilly the start before. Big 

chance to find the winners' list. 

4. EMERAUDE DE BAIS - Improved sharply last start to return winning form by 0.9L at this track. Can measure 

up again. 

5. DEESSE NOIRE - Has been well below par at the last few runs the latest when beaten 7.3L into tenth at 

this track. Hard to have. 

6. CHARLY DE L'AUNAY - Was easily accounted for most recently in a richer race at this track. Capable of 

a better showing. 

7. DREAMER BOY - Continued a long run of outs when beaten 5.7L at this track two-and-a-half weeks ago. 

Cannot enthuse. 

8. EPIC JULRY - Continued a long run of outs when beaten 4.3L at Saint-Galmier four weeks ago. Has the 

job ahead. 

9. EILEEN - Has been struggling of late most recently finishing fifth at this track. Better than last start and can 

improve sharply. 

10. DENICHEUR DU VIF - Could only manage eighth at this track last time to continue a run of mediocre form. 

Rates well on best form and worth including. 

11. EDDY DU VIVIER - Safely held last time at the first run of the campaign when 30.9L from the winner in 

14th at Argentan. This looks a far sterner task. 

12. FAKIR MERITE - Finished third at Bordeaux last time out following a reasonable 2.2L fourth at Saint-

Galmier the start before. Will be right in the thick of things. 

13. DISCO DES MOLANDS - Has been out of the winner's circle for a long while. Finished seventh most 

recently at this track 12.2L from the winner. A better run is on the cards. 

14. DIGNE ET DROIT - Has been outside the top three recently last time out finishing seventh at Chatelaillon 

La Rochelle. Better than last start and can improve sharply. 

Summary: EMERAUDE DE BAIS (4) won by 0.75L in a Class B Europeen contest at this track. Can win again. 
FAKIR DU RANCH (3) delivered a 2.25L victory over a subsequent winner in a lower grade here. Expected to 
challenge for the win. FAKIR MERITE (12) came home 1.25L third in a Class C Europeen event at Bordeaux. 
Enters calculations. DIGNE ET DROIT (14) is expected to how improved form down in grade following a 15L 
seventh in the G3 Grand Prix de la Charente-Maritime at Chatelaillon. EILEEN (9) holds each-way claims on 
the back of a 3.5L fifth here. 

Selections 

EMERAUDE DE BAIS (4) - FAKIR DU RANCH (3) - FAKIR MERITE (12) - DIGNE ET DROIT (14) - 
EILEEN (9)  



Race 8 - PRIX DE BETHUNE -  2175m WALK-UP E70 Harness. Purse EUR €39,000. 

1. HAUCKLAND - Continued some plain form when a mediocre ninth at Laval a week ago. Cannot enthuse. 

2. HEROS DHELPA - Continued a long run of outs when beaten 2.5L at Laval two-and-a-half weeks ago. 

Hard to have. 

3. HAS DE COEUR - Was plain when 5.5L away in sixth most recently at his first run back from a layoff at 

Amiens. Wait until form is found again. 

4. HERNANDO BELLO - Scored at Caen last start after a plain effort at Cabourg the start before. Big chance 

to find the winners' list. 

5. HARCANGELO D'AMOUR - Missed the placings again last start beaten 3.0L when fifth at Enghien. A better 

run is on the cards. 

6. HOCO MESLOIS - Has been out of the winner's circle for a long while but wasn't beaten all that far when 

fourth last start at Enghien. Heading the right way and should play a big role. 

7. HAIKIDO - Finished third at Maure-de-Bretagne last start beaten 2.9L. That was his second placing 

alongside two wins from the past five starts. Form sound and expected to measure up. 

8. HAPPY DANOVER - Scored by 0.4L at Chartres last start on the back of a solid 2.5L ninth at Laval the run 

before. Sure to play a major role. 

9. HAROLD SAUTONNE - Won by 1.7L at Saint-Galmier. Harder here but in fine form and looks a serious 

player again. 

10. HUNTING - Turned in a solid run when resuming at Graignes last start finishing third and beaten 4.1L. 

Another big run is on the cards. 

11. HASARD CERTAIN - Missed the placings again last start when 11th at this track. Has the task ahead. 

Summary: HAROLD SAUTONNE (9) put a below par effort behind him when winning by 1.75L off a 25m 
handicap at Saint-Galmier. Selected to follow up. HAPPY DANOVER (8) rates a big threat on the back of a 
0.25L victory off a 25m handicap at Chartres. HERNANDO BELLO (4) finished 3L clear of his rivals at Caen. 
Looks up to delivering another big effort. HOCO MESLOIS (6) came home 1.75L fourth at Enghien. Of note 
in this field. HUNTING (10) is another to consider following a 4.25L third at Graignes. 

Selections 

HAROLD SAUTONNE (9) - HAPPY DANOVER (8) - HERNANDO BELLO (4) - HOCO MESLOIS (6) - 
HUNTING (10)  



Race 9 - PRIX DE MANCIET -  2175m WALK-UP E70 Harness. Purse EUR €39,000. 

1. HOTESSE D'HAUFOR - Has been struggling of late most recently finishing fourth at this track. Can do 

much better. 

2. HELENA GIRL - Was beaten narrowly when second at this track last start. Well-placed in this contest. Hard 

to beat. 

3. HOUPLALA LIRE - Didn't perform two runs ago at Amiens but bounced back last time when a winner by 

0.8L at Cabourg. Chance again. 

4. HAPPY MARANCOURT - Easily accounted for last time when 5.0L from the winner in fifth at Toulouse. 

Unlikely to threaten in this tougher assignment. 

5. HERA D'ESPACE - Did well last time to finish 3.0L from the winner in third at Enghien. Each way prospect.  

6. HERMINE DE RHEVE - Has been struggling of late most recently finishing eighth at this track. More needed;  

7. HORNELLA DE JANZE - Disqualified last start at this track. Little form to recommend. 

8. HAHICHA GIRL - Has been out of the winner's circle for a long while. Finished sixth most recently at this 

track 5.9L from the winner. This looks a suitable assignment each way. 

9. HISTOIRE DU LUPIN - Last start winner at Chatelaillon La Rochelle putting a 2.5L gap on her rivals. Finds 

a suitable contest. Sure to feature again. 

10. HESPERANCE ELTE - Good effort last time to score by 0.4L at Cabourg. Won three of past five. Solid 

choice.  

11. HEGOA DU BOULAY - First up since finishing 13th at Enghien three-and-a-half months ago. Will need 

the run.  

12. HAVANE D'OCCAGNES - Was ordinary when 15.6L away in twelfth most recently at her first run back 

from a break at this track. Wait until form is found.  

13. HERMIONE DU PONT - Not a bad run at the latest outing when second at Enghien beaten 1.3L. Each 

way chance.  

14. HELSINKI GIRL - Won at Angers two runs back then made it two on the trot with a win at this track last 

time. Can play a role in the finish. 

15. HELVETIKA - Finished 12.2L back in ninth at her latest outing at this track. Cannot enthuse on what we 

have seen of late. 

16. HELIA DE FROMENTIN - Disqualified last start at Graignes. More needed before recommending.  

Summary: HISTOIRE DU LUPIN (9) won by 2.5L at Chatelaillon. Selected to register a victory on her first 
start at this track. HELSINKI GIRL (14) completed a double when winning by a nose at this circuit. 
HESPERANCE ELTE (10) enters calculations having won three of her last four starts including by 0.25L at 
Cabourg. HOUPLALA LIRE (3) performed well when beating a subsequent winner by 0.75L at Cabourg. 
Shortlist. HELENA GIRL (2) also warrants consideration having been beaten a nose when runner-up here. 

Selections 

HISTOIRE DU LUPIN (9) - HELSINKI GIRL (14) - HESPERANCE ELTE (10) - HOUPLALA LIRE (3) - 
HELENA GIRL (2) 

 


